
Steps to Good Stories

When one person tells a story 
and the other actively listens, 
their brains actually begin to 

synchronize 

ROGER DOOLEY

Stories are the most memorable way to connect with people. Stories in business have the added benefit of indirectly telling 
potential clients and colleagues how you’re different from the “others” and giving them a sense of what it would be like to 
work with you. 

Know your listener/reader 
Who is hearing/reading your story? 

How much do they know about what you do? Communicate in the language they will understand.  
(scale: never worked with a design professional – works in AEC fields) 

Project Stories 

Good stories have a beginning (boy MEETS girl), middle (boy LOSES girl), and end (boy GETS girl) 

Beginning:  Set the scene and define the hero’s challenge 
Middle:  Build tension to hold interest as you search for solution 
End:  Find the solution, release the tension, state the benefit and who it’s for (what you learned; how you helped; etc.)  

Get started with this script (then, change the language to make it sound like you) 

Beginning 
[Client type] needed a [what?] that would [objectives] for [whom?]. We had [timeline] to get it done. (add budget if it’s part of 
the challenge) 

Middle 
When we got to [stage] we discovered that [objective/s] would not work because of [obstacles]. Changing [objectives, 
timeline, budget] was not an option. We tried [X, Y, Z]. Then we looked at [X] a different way, and tried [an uncommon, 
creative something] that allowed us to [do specific thing that solved the problem]. 

End 
By [summarize what you did], we were able to [benefit and benefit for whom] without sacrificing [objective, timeline, 
budget], or affecting the [detail] design integrity. (solution could be surprising, improve project, or achieve something else, 
but the resolution is “they lived happily ever after”) 

NOTE: Stories with 150 words take 60 seconds to tell. Aim for stories 60 to 90-seconds long. 
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